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1.   HKUST seeks to establish a databank of Archives and Training for
     Chinese Studies
          Sing Tao Daily (13/12) and Wah Kiu Yat Po (13/12) reported that
          the School of Humanities and Social Science plans to establish a
          databank of  "archives and Training for Chinese Studies".

2.   Video-On-Demand System under development at HKUST
          A Video-On-Demand System is among the many projects under
          development at UST's Hong Kong Telecom Institute of Information
          Technology (HKTIIT).  Six Chinese newspapers carried this story
          released by OPA, including Wen Wei Po, Express, United Daily News
          (HK), HK Economic Journal, Sing Tao Daily, and Ta Kung Pao.

3.   Handbook on HK Education
          The HK Education Information Centre of the pro-PRC Federation of
          Education (HK) is publishing a "Handbook on HK Education".  VC/P
          was invited to write a preface for the handbook.  The Express
          (21/12), and the HK Commercial Daily (20/12) reported on this.

4.   "HK Architecture--Aesthetics of Density"
          HKUST is among a series of historic photographs recorded in this
          glossy book. The book was published to accompany an exhibition of
          HK architecture under the same title at Deutsches Architecture
          Museum in Frankfurt, which ends 27 February.  The HK Standard
          (20/12), Crossover magazine (Issue 58), Ming Pao Daily News
          (17/12), Tin Tin Daily News (17/12), United Daily News (HK)
          (17/12), and Wen Wei Po (17/12) reported on this.

5.   HK scientists forge links with China
          The international weekly journal of science, Nature magazine
          (16/12) published an article depicting the work of HK academics
          trying to establish ties with scholars in China.  VC/P was
          interviewed, and research work at HKUST was highlighted.

6.   Building from 'Ground Zero'
          The "Eye on HK" column of the Graduate, newsletter of the
          University of Toronto Alumni, winter issue, printed an article
          about the establishment of HKUST with the above title.  Prof
          S.D.Kung, PVC (AA), Prof Gary Heinke, and Dr Avi Naiman of
Computer
          Science were interviewed.

7.   Differing views on toxicity of dioxin emissions
          Dr Mark Montgomery from the Division of Social Science wrote an
          article to  South China Morning Post, raising doubts about a
          report of the newspaper on  alleged toxicity of dioxin gas emitted
          from medical waste incinerators.  The article was printed on
          18/12, with the reporter's reply.

8.   Ghosts in HKUST?
          A student wrote an article to Ming Pao Daily News (16/12),
          relating rumours of ghost stories at UST.

9.   UST supportive of AS Liberal Studies
          It was reported that HKUST's general requirements for undergrad
          admission accepted either the AS Liberal Studies or Chinese
          Language and Culture.  Wah Kiu Yat Po (18/12) viewed this as
          evidence of UST's supportive attitude to the AS subject.



HAPPY NEW YEAR!

Note:

This review is mainly based on newspaper clippings on UST received within
the week.  Enquiries and suggestions can be made to Office of Public Affairs
(ext. 6305 or 6306).  A set of the clippings is available in the Reference
Section of the Library (where items may be photocopied if desired).  This
review is for information only. All information recorded here is as reported
in the original articles. Names and terms are translated from the Chinese as
best we are able when official translations are not immediately available.
The only English dailies in HK are South China Morning Post (SCMP) and Hong
Kong Standard (HKS).


